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St. Joseph  

Catholic Cemetery 
Serving the Catholic Community  

of Evansville since 1837 

Fall—2017 

BRIDGING THE GAP THAT OFTEN DIVIDES US 
Fr Gene Schroeder 

PRESIDENT, ST. JOSEPH CATHOLIC CEMETERY  

     I don’t listen to the news.  I have made a conscious 
choice not to read newspapers, listen to news broadcasts on 
radio and avoid news shows on television.  Even with this 
effort, the news of the day seeps into my world.  Several 
weeks ago we heard about the violence that went on in 

Charlottesville, Virginia as people clashed over the removal of statues from 
the civil war in our country.  What in the world is a person to do in the face 
of comments full of hatred hurled toward one another? 
       I found myself journeying back in time to the first years I was a priest.  
I was young and eager and ready to solve problems and help make things 
right for people.  I used to get 
phone calls from people that went 
something like this:  “Do you do 
marriage counseling?”  Being eager 
to please people I would tell them 
that, while I was not a professional 
counselor, I would be happy to sit 
and talk with them.  And people 
would take me up on the offer.  
Sadly, what I came to understand 
later, is that people often came to 
me when everything else they tried 
had failed.  Kind of like, “well let’s 
go talk to the priest, nothing else 
has worked.”   
      When I sat down with couples 
it felt much like I was called to be 
a witness to the verbal fights that 
had gone on between the couple.  
In effect, they continued to have 
the same arguments and fights, but 

 

 

(Continued from page  5) 
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      Money makes the world go round says the old saying and when it comes 
to the operation of our cemetery it is certainly true.   We thought you might 
be interested to know just how much money it takes for the day to day op-
eration of the cemetery.   
       It might interest you to know that we spent well over a half million dol-
lars to operate our cemetery in 2016.  One of the biggest costs we incur is 
paying the salaries and benefits of our employees.  In  2016, we spent 
$301,428.53 for salaries and benefits for employees.  Benefits include the 
cost of health insurances, social security and pension plan expenses.  We 
have four full time employees and during the summer mowing season we  
hire several more part time workers who  help mow and trim the one hun-
dred twenty plus acres of ground we maintain.  Salaries and benefits are the  
biggest line item in our budget and represent 55% of our yearly expenses. 
       We do lots of mowing and trimming in the cemetery so it only makes 
sense that a good amount of money is spent on gas and oil, maintenance 
and repairs to our lawn mowers, trimmers, excavator and tractors as well as  
replacing old equipment.  In 2016 we spent $23,536.54 for these expenses.   
       It takes money to take care of the buildings and the grounds of our 
one hundred twenty acre cemetery. We have to pay for utilities, property 
and liability insurance as well as repairing broken water lines, or replacing 
drainage pipes.  And every year we plant new trees to replace those that 
have died and we also do on going maintenance of the landscaping areas of 
the cemetery   In 2016 we spent $91,295.53 on these kinds of expenses.   
        It costs money to 
run the cemetery of-
fice, paying for things 
like computer mainte-
nance, and support,  
postage and office sup-
plies, telephone and 
internet expenses and 
the costs associated 
with the annual All 
Soul’s Day  and Memo-
rial Day Services as well 
as publishing our annual 
newsletter.   In 2016 we 
spent $18,152.84 to cover these costs.   It costs money to pour the founda-
tions for individual monuments that people erect and to buy and install the 
individual name  plaques in each of the burials in our mausoleum.  In 2016 
we spent $29,508.61 for these expenses.  And we set aside $52,084.75 from 

(Continued on page 3) 

     For those  people who are choosing the option of cremation, 
we now offer the option of being buried in the same niche or in 
the same grave plot.  A new section in our mausoleum has been 
renovated to allow for companion niches.  In addition, a special 
section has been set aside on the cemetery grounds, just west 
of the mausoleum for couples to purchase a grave plot for com-
panion burials.  These plots are smaller than a full size grave 

plot but still allow for people to purchase a grave monument on which to 
inscribe the names of both people being buried in this plot.  Contact the 
office (812-423-1356)  for more information. 
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the sale of grave lots and mausoleum crypts and placed it in a perpetual 
care fund for the cemetery.   
        Many years there are things that come up that need to be taken 
care of that fall outside the scope of ordinary expenses.  In 2016, we had 
to repair some gutters that were destroyed by a storm and we had to 
clean up some trees that had been destroyed by the same wind and rain 
storm.  That costs us $21,172.31.  We also contributed $10,000 to help 
secure a matching grant for our Cemetery Tree Endowment Fund.  All 
told our expenses for 2016 were $548,922.26. 
      So where do we get the money to pay for all these expenses?  The 
primary source of income for the cemetery is from the sale of grave plots 
and mausoleum crypts.  In 2016 we received $330,005.00 from these 
sales.  Of this 
amount $203,510.00 
came from the sale 
of grave plots and 
$126,495.00 from 
the sale of mauso-
leum crypts.  
        We received 
$198,550.00 in fees 
to dig graves and to 
entomb individuals 
in our mausoleum.  
Of this amount 
$51,500.00 was re-
ceived for mausoleum entombments and $147.050.00 was received to dig 
individual graves.   
        We collected $41,650.00 for pouring foundations for grave plots and 
for the lettering and flower vases for mausoleum crypts.  Of this amount 
$38,805.00 came from pouring foundations and $2,809.00 from crypt let-
ter and vases.  We received $53,715.58 in interest from our Perceptual 
Care Funds and we received $800.00 in distributions from our cemetery 
endowment funds.  Our total income for 2016 was $624,720.58.  
         We hope this report will  help you understand a little more about 
the operation of our cemetery.   Our  staff takes great pride in their work 
of making sure the day to day operation of our cemetery goes well.  We 
pledge our continued efforts  to make sure the money we receive is used 
wisely in keeping our cemetery in great shape while at the same time 
being as financially prudent as possible.    

would like to do with him.” 
       If it is this hard for people who care about each other to listen and 
hear what they have to say, how much harder is it to listen to people that 
we don’t really know, or people who look at the world differently than 
we do?   
     So how do we respond to the violence in places like Charlottesville, 
Virginia?  Maybe we can begin by trying to bridge the divide between our-
selves and the people in our lives that live and act and believe differently 
than we do.  That will require that we give up the moral high ground and 
instead just try to listen to what others say.  Instead of arguing with them 
about why they are wrong, we could ask instead—Tell me more about why 
you see things this way?  Help me understand why you look at things the 
way you do?  Sometimes that will 
require making the first step. It 
may require moving beyond the 
comfortable space that we have 
lived in and entering a world that 
is different.  We don’t have to 
agree with them or even believe 
they are right.  But it does invite 
us to step into another person’s 
shoes and see what the world 
looks like from their perspective.    
        I have no illusions about this.  
It is hard work.  And if we are willing to do it, we may even risk finding 
out what our prejudices are (and we all have them). That can be difficult 
especially if we believe we are not prejudice at all.  And if we ask, why 
should we do this kind of work at all, we need only listen to the words of 
the Prayer of St. Francis, “Lord, make me an instrument of your 
peace…..grant that I may not so much seek to be understood as to under-
stand.”  When we do this in our lives here and now, we can create the 
energy of understanding that changes things in the whole world.  Think 
globally, act locally! 

(Continued from page 5 

       Our cemetery office is open daily to 
serve you (Monday—Friday) from 7:30 am —
3:30 pm and Saturday from 7:30 am—Noon.   

Visit us also on our website 
www.stjoecemetery.org 

There you will find information about burial 
options, prices, frequently asked questions 

and a history of our cemetery 
812-423-1356 
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now they were just doing it in front of me.  It was emotionally exhausting. 
        At the time I would try to invite the couple to try to listen to what 
each other was saying.  I would preface this by saying:  “What I want you to 
do is see if you can just listen to what your spouse is saying.  You don’t 
have to agree with it or you don’t have to believe they are right.  What I 
want you to do is just see if you can hear what they are saying.”  I would 

invite one person to talk about what they 
were upset about.  And then I would ask 
the other person, “now what did you hear 
them say?”.  And then ask the other per-
son, “is that what you were saying.” 
      This was very hard work.  And what 
usually happened is that, within a matter 
of minutes, when one person was talking, 
they would soon be interrupted by their 

spouse who would say “now that’s not how it happened” or “that’s not 
what I meant.”  And soon the conversation  degenerated into the same old 
argument they had been having. They tried to listen, but in effect, while 
they were “listening” they were formulating in their mind the right kind of 
comeback they could give to the comments they were hearing from their 
spouse.  It’s called, “listening with your motor running.” 
      It was amazing to hear comments like “well this is the way that I am 
and he (or she) should know that,” or “I don’t have a problem with this or 
that, I don’t know why you should have a problem with that.”  Conversa-
tions could end up in shouting matches, people getting up and leaving, or 
with one person crying their eyes out.   It was exhausting work and, more 
often than not, even though we had scheduled another time to get to-
gether, couples just didn't show up for the meeting.  I used to kid people at 
the time that I had a perfect record when it came to marriage counseling—
every couple that came to me 
ended up getting divorced.   
        What was amazing to me is 
how hard it was for couples to 
really listen to each other or even 
want to hear what the other per-
son had to say.  Of course there 
were often many things that caused hurt between the couple and that 
made it difficult to reach out to each other.  But this was from people who 
cared enough for each other that they wanted to be partners for life.  As 
one person said to me “When we were married, we were like glue—we 
stuck together and did everything together…..now I can’t think of thing I 

(Continued from page 1) 

(Continued on page 6) 

      Our cemetery staff has been hard at work 
with the weekly mowing and trimming of nearly 
seventy acres.  Once again this year we have 
had lots of rain which usually meant that by the 
time our crews got everything mowed it was 
time to start all over again.    
      In our effort to keep things in good shape, 
we engaged the services of David Enterprises to 
repave several sections of the roadways in the 
cemetery.  We were very pleased with the re-
sults. 
              This past year we also received a 
stained glass window that we believe came from Assumption Church.  
This window came into the possession of Carol Russler since this church 

is no longer around.  Assumption was the first 
Catholic parish in Evansville, founded in 
1837.  It was in use until 1965 when  it was 
closed and the land sold to the city for the 
construction of the downtown Post Office and 
Federal Court Building. 
        Carol had the window professionally 
cleaned and the frame repaired, and the lead 
casings repaired.  She returned it to us and 
we hung it on the east end of our mausoleum 
chapel.  Not only does it look great here, but 

it also helps keep a little bit of the history of the Catholic community in 
Evansville alive.   

REMEMBERING ST. JOSEPH CATHOLIC  
CEMETERY IN YOUR FINANCIAL PLANNING 

Remembering St. Joseph Catholic Cemetery 
in your will is one of the ways you can en-
sure that our cemetery will continue to be a 
well maintained and holy resting place for 
your loved ones. There are many ways you 
can remember St. Joseph Cemetery in your 
financial planning—through an outright gift 
of money , through the sale of stocks and 
bonds or through the gift of property.   We 
welcome the opportunity to talk with you 
about all these opportunities.       


